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Abstract

If there is one thing that "went viral" without any of us even realizing that each one of us was in some way shape or form "caught up" in this "virality", it is the "selfie culture" and the way it has revolutionized the way human beings look at themselves. Literally. What if this is a reflection of exactly "HOW" the Universe itself recognizes, explores and remembers "itself"? For, "as above, so below", the "microcosm is the macrocosm" and each one of us is made from stardust.

This article presents the way your selfie is connected to the entire Universe. And how the selfie is an exact representation and reflection of how the Universe is structured and operates. And the relevance of Autism and Autism Spectrum Disorders on this canvas.
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Introduction

If there is one phenomenon that has impacted our collective consciousness transcending illusory boundaries of geography and culture, reminding humanity that beneath all diversities, everyone belongs to ONE Human Race, it is the Selfie phenomenon. This all-pervasive phenomenon has defined the "human experience" in a way that seemingly defies all "logic", breaking the illusory comfort of the "linear time-line" of the experience of "Reality" on planet earth. Yet, when viewed through the ever-widening lens of quantum physics, the selfie phenomenon is a Natural progression of Human Evolution on this planet, that is unfolding in a perfectly logical manner. As humans are being Awakened (rudely, in most cases) to the structure of creation/existence itself as one that contains Parallel Universes and Time Crystals, they are, by and large, struggling and stumbling as they reluctantly find their way across this uncharted territory. A path that one MUST learn to navigate if one wants to survive as a Human Species on this planet.

Relevance with respect to autism

It is here that Autistic beings come into the picture as they already "KNOW" how to not only navigate this landscape but also Thrive amidst seeming uncertainties and quantum shifts through various dimensions of the Universe itself. Which is why, humanity as a whole, needs to put a spotlight on the "Autism Epidemic" that is rapidly and surely brewing in the background, waiting to explode in an intense and profound manner for those unprepared to make the "SHIFT" to the Higher Dimensions that is already underway as a part of the "Human Evolutionary Path".

What is the connection between Autism, Human Evolution, the Selfie Phenomenon and the “Mind” of the Universe? Is the next "logical" question.
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It is the Selfie Phenomenon that is continuing to hold humanity in its "viral grip" that holds the key to all these questions, and more.

How is that so?

The ONLY way the “Universal field of Intelligence/Consciousness/Source Energy” can “KNOW” itself is through innumerable REFLECTIONS as captured through the eyes/lens of its innumerable individuated aspects, which includes “Human Beings”. Which means that PERCEPTIONS of each and every aspect of this “Universal field of intelligence” is equally Valid and Unique and is a snapshot in time as is a Selfie. Literally.

Just like the different facets of a highly polished and cut diamond are unique reflections of that ONE diamond, so too are the innumerable selfies of humans (among other things) a Reflection of the MIND of that “Universal field of intelligence/Consciousness”.

This is how the “mind” of the Universe operates. Through innumerable “selfies” spanning multiverses/parallel realities/time-space continuum and more. And this “process” is Eternal in its unfolding and Infinite in the potential possibilities.

Take a pause and a deep breath to digest this “Scientific Fact” because, one either “gets it” right away or is forced into a state of disbelief and denial in varying combinations as one considers the immense implications of this fact that humanity is being forced to grasp, experience and live (not necessarily in that order) in order to survive on planet earth during these chaotic times.

Out of seeming chaos comes order. Physics/science has realized this too.

The selfie phenomenon is the doorway to emerge from the chaos and learn to thrive in the complexities of “our times”, free from unnecessary complications.

Paradoxically, the phenomenon labeled Autism Spectrum DISORDERS is paving the way for this collective SHIFT in Human Evolution towards a sane and intelligent way of living and being and thriving on this planet. And the “human beings” with autism, Autistic Beings are serving as beacons, lighting up the way that humanity as a whole MUST follow if human beings want to survive on planet earth instead of seeking other planets to colonize and destroy.

Consider this- Autistic beings are perfect “Selfies” of the individuals in their lives, primarily their caregivers, starting with their parents. Meaning, they reflect the Energy picture and Energy patterns of those in their lives, just like how a selfie reflects the person taking the selfie. (I have explained this in detail in my book ‘How to Heal Autism and ADHD in 30 Days: The Phenomenally Powerful Breakthrough of Intent Healing ™’).

Get ready to explore this scientific definition of a Selfie “A Selfie is the point of intersection of Consciousness and Physicality and a reflection of the Mind of the Universe as perceived through the lens of your unique life experience” [1-4].

Conclusion

“The Observer is the Observed”. Physics and Philosophy meet at this point of discovery which is the point of Balance, which is the point of Power as it is the point of Transformation. The answer to the timeless question “Who Am I?”, may well be revealed through your selfie. Literally.
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2. Researchers at MIT have predicted that by the year 2025, one in two children will be diagnosed with Autism in the U.S. (This statistics can now be applied to other countries with a continuing increase in the incidence and prevalence of autism, that matches or even surpasses the rate of autism in the U.S now).
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4. The discovery of 'Time-Crystals' has forced mainstream science to wake up to the FACT of the existence of Parallel Universes and Parallel Realities, and ask yet again the Eternal Question- "Who Am I?" /"Who are We?" and "What is the MIND of the Universe/Consciousness/All That Is?" or in other words, "What is the Structure of the Universe?"
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